
INTELLIGENT 211 

Chapter 211: Bickering With Her Brother 

After that scene, Yu Qi stuck with her family. She did not want to encounter some idiots again. Tang 

Jung Wen talked to one of his friends. Like Ming Yue said in the car before arriving at the party, she did 

not allow her husband to drink. Tang Jung Wen's friend offered him to drink. Ming Yue took a glass and 

sip the drink. 

"My husband will drive us. So he can't drink, so I will be his knight." Ming Yue said to Tang Jung Wen's 

friend. 

His friends were laughing when they said that sentence. That sentence usually used by a man to save a 

girl. 

"Ming Yue, is this girl already have someone?" Tang Jung Wen's friend asked. 

"Of course." Ming Yue said. 

Yu Qi became awkward when the topic currently switched to her. 

"Who is her? Is he competent as my son here?" He pulled his son over. 

The friend's son looked at Yu Qi. He acknowledged her. He thought she was very beautiful. She matched 

with him. 

"Sorry to say. He is a very promising man." Su Xiao added. 

"Oh, who is he?" The friend asked. 

"He is Long Hui." Ming Yue gave a proud look like he was his mother. 

"Long Hui... Long Hui... Is he that Major Long?" The friend recognized the name 'Long'. And Ming Yue 

said he was a very promising man. 

"Yes." 

"Are you sure? I heard he don't like a woman close to him." The friend could not believe her. 

"Up to you then whether you want to believe or not." Ming Yue said. 

... 

The next morning, Yu Qi woke up and doing her morning. Yu Qi sensed someone approached her. 

Someone wanted to surprise her. 

"Brother Jin Wei, don't do it if you don't want to get hurt." Yu Qi spoke out of sudden. 

"How do you know it is me?" Tang Jin Wei appeared in front of Yu Qi when he knew his surprise did not 

work for Yu Qi. 

"Brother Jin Wei, I knew you will do the same trick again." Yu Qi smiled. 

"You are on semester break?" Tang Jin Wei asked. 



"Yes." 

"Lucky you. I don't have a holiday during these two months." Tang Jin Wei envied her. 

"Really? But you do want to have a holiday? You don't have a girlfriend." Yu Qi attacked. 

"Who said that you only can having a holiday when you have a girlfriend?" Tang Jin Wei retorted. 

"So you don't have a girlfriend right now. How pity." Yu Qi attacked again. 

"You." Tang Jin Wei wanted to grab her. 

However, Yu Qi was already running away from Tang Jin Wei. They became kids running around the 

house. The maids knew about their childishness. Some of them were laughing and some of them were 

shaking their heads. 

"Brat, why are your stamina greater than me?" Tang Jin Wei already stopped chasing her. 

Yu Qi saw Tang Jin Wei stopped, she also stopped and looked at Tang Jin Wei. "Brother Jin Wei, I had 

been training my body during these three years. Of course, my stamina is greater than you." 

Tang Jin Wei could not retort her. He knew about that. He saw when she was at this house, she did her 

morning exercise without miss it every morning. 

"Brother Jin Wei, you should do exercise too. It will help you better." Yu Qi gave a meaningful smile. 

"You brat." Tang Jin Wei understood the meaning behind her smile. 

Then he started chasing her again. And of course, it was not long before he stopped. Yu Qi went back to 

her room and took a shower to clean her sticky body due to the sweating?when running away from her 

Brother Jin Wei. 

After a shower, she went to the dining room. Of course, Aoi followed her to get his breakfast. At the 

dining room, Ming Yue, Tang Jung Wen, and Tang Jin Wei already ate their breakfast. 

"Good morning, Uncle Jung Wen, Aunty Ming Yue." Yu Qi said. 

"Why don't you greet me too?" Tang Jin Wei was questioning her. 

"We already meet this morning." Yu Qi said. 

"But you don't give greeting, though." Tang Jin Wei?deliberate made things hard for Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi smiled. "Good morning my dear brother. Oh, tomorrow you should join me doing the morning 

exercise." 

"You." Tang Jin Wei wanted to retort but his mother blocked him. 

"Eat. You are going to be late." Ming Yue said. 

The two of them obeyed. Yu Qi sat and ate her breakfast. Seeing Su Xiao and Tang Jang Qin were 

missing, she asked Ming Yue. 

"Uncle Jang Qin and Aunty Su Xiao?" 



"Maybe they are not waking up yet. Your Uncle Jang Qin was on the night duty yesterday. Just let them 

sleep." Ming Yue answered her. 

"I see." Yu Qi nodded. 

Yu Qi asked the maid to prepare some food for Aoi after Aoi reminded her about him. 

Chapter 212: Helping in Emergency Department 

Yu Qi took the opportunity to go to the hospital together with Tang Jin Wei. She did not see her Big 

Brother Han Lee this morning because he was on night duty. 

"Where are you want to go now?" Tang Jin Wei asked after they entered the hospital. 

Yu Qi did not have a plan. She thought she could visit the Traditional Medicine Department. "Traditional 

medicine dept." 

"Okay. Find me if you want to go back." Tang Jin Wei off to his department. 

She walked to the?Traditional Medicine Department. Then she heard some chaos. People were 

screaming and crying. She took a look. It was the emergency department. She saw a lot of patients 

getting inside. 

"Miss, what is happening here?" She grabbed a nurse and asked. 

"It's a large accident. Miss, don't block the path. We are busy right now." The nurse could not help but 

feel angry when someone grabbed and disturbed her job. 

Right now, the number of the doctor was not enough. The nurse wanted to go to request the additional 

doctors. 

Yu Qi stepped into the emergency department and went to the counter. No one was there. She was 

looking for something. She grabbed the thing when she saw it. It was hand gloves. 

She went to the patient. The patient was bleeding at his leg. Grabbing some tools from the nearest 

trolley, she cut the patient's pant. 

"Don't worry. You will be just fine." Yu Qi said to the patient. The patient was in pain so she only could 

nod. 

Yu Qi could see the source of the blood that flows from the cut. It was a deep cut. She pressed the cut 

with some clean towel to stop the bleeding for some time. 

After she felt the blood was stopped, she inspected the cut. The cut was being stabbed by something 

sharp. She cleaned the cut before sewing the cut. Her hand was moving very faster but gentle. 

Fifteen minutes later and she already had done. She thought very hard to do the job without her own 

tools. So she sneaked out to the toilet and entered the space. Yu Qi already asked Bo Ya to prepare the 

things that she wanted. 

"Master, all in the bag." Bo Ya gave it to Yu Qi. 

"Thank you." 



Yu Qi went out and entered the emergency department again. This time, her job became easier. She 

jumped to one patient to one patient. When she finished treating their wound, she gave a pill to them to 

eat. The pills were surprisedly very sweet. The kids liked it very much. That pill was her invention from 

her research in the space. That pill acted like a pain killer. 

There were a lot of kids among the patient because the accident happened between two buses. One of 

the buses was a school bus that brought?primary school students. That was what she heard by the 

others. 

After two hours, the situation became normal. There were some patients that still in the dangerous 

surgery but other than that, they were stable. No death had been recorded from this accident. 

"Little Sis, what are you doing here?" 

Yu Qi heard Tang Jin Wei's voice. Yu Qi turned. 

Tang Jin Wei shocked when he saw his little sister in the emergency department. He was also in the 

same room but he did not see her earlier. Looking from her clothes, she had been helping too. 

"Earlier, I saw there are not enough doctors. So, I'm helping." Yu Qi answered. 

Everyone knew Doctor Tang Jin Wei especially the nurses. They took at the young girl. They heard 

Doctor Tang Jin Wei called her by the name 'Little Sis'. Was she his younger sister? But everyone knew 

there was no female in the younger generation of Tang Family. Suddenly they remembered. Not long 

ago, their Doctor Tang Jiang Man adopted a girl to become his granddaughter and his disciple. So, she 

was one. 

Some of the nurses that looked at the way she working just now impressed. She was worthy to be his 

disciple. They noticed her using traditional medicine in earlier treatment. 

"Your clothes?" Tang Jin Wei looked up and down. His sister's clothes were already stained by the blood. 

"I will get someone from our home brings your clothes." 

"Oh, thank you, Brother Jin Wei." Yu Qi realized her clothes already stained by the patient's blood. 

Then Yu Qi turned to the surrounding. Some of the nurses showed envy face and some of them looked 

excited. Yu Qi really did not understand this situation. 

"Brother Jin Wei, what is this situation?" Yu Qi could not help but asked Tang Jin Wei. 

"They were jealous of you." Tang Jin Wei said. 

"Huh? Jealous? What did I do?" Yu Qi could not understand yet. 

"Because you are talking to me." Tang Jin Wei said. 

"Huh?" Yu Qi became less understood. 

"Little Sis, I'm a handsome and famous doctor here. It's your honor to talk to me." Tang Jin Wei 

explained proudly. 

Yu Qi's hands were itching. She wanted to give him a punch. Her Brother Jin Wei was a narcissist person. 



Chapter 213 - 213: Old Friend Of Grandpa Tang 

Tang House sent someone to bring Yu Qi's clothes. She changed her clothes. She went back to the 

emergency department. She wanted to check if the patient that she treated having some problems. 

The nurses welcomed her with a smile. Yu Qi just smiled back without thinking of anything. She went to 

the first patient that she treated. There was another doctor rechecked the patient. 

"Is there anything wrong with this patient?" Yu Qi asked the doctor. 

The doctor looked at her. "Nothing is wrong. She is fine. Are you her family?" 

Yu Qi shook her head. "No, I'm the one who treated her." 

"What? You treated her?" The doctor was shocked. 

"Yes." 

A nurse came and whispered to the doctor. After that, the doctor looked at Yu Qi back. However, this 

time with an admiration look. Now, Yu Qi felt weird. 'What's the hell of this doctor?' 

"Miss, I never think that I will meet you." The doctor said. 

"What?" 

"You are the only disciple accept by The Great Doctor Tang Jiang Man. Even his grandson did not have 

the honor." The doctor sang the praise to Yu Qi. 

The doctors really admired her grandfather. 

"Thank you." Yu Qi nodded. 

"Miss Yu Qi, how the brothers behave at home?" The nurses started to ask about her brothers. 

"Them? Hmm, nothing is different between here and home." Yu Qi answered. 

"What are you guys doing?" A middle-aged doctor came and asked. 

"Doctor Shia." The nurses spoke. 

"Working. Don't chat." Doctor Shia ordered. 

"Yes, doctor." 

The nurses were running away to do their job. Even the earlier doctor that talked to Yu Qi ran to check 

another patient. 

"You are Yu Qi?" Doctor Shia asked. 

"Yes." Yu Qi nodded. 

"I see. That old man is really a blessing man. He got three grandsons that became a doctor and now a 

granddaughter." Doctor Shia smiled. "How is he?" 



"I did not see him in the last three months. I will go back to Shiwa Town next week." Yu Qi told Doctor 

Shia. 

"I see. Tell her to take care of himself. He is already old." Doctor Shia turned and left. 

Yu Qi was clueless about this. From Doctor Shia's tone, she may be one of her grandfather's friends. She 

would ask Brother Jin Wei about this later. She continued to check the patients whether they countered 

some pain after her treatment. After seeing no one had the problems, she left. 

Yu Qi went to the place that she wanted to go earlier. When she arrived at the place, there were some 

people came to receive the treatment. Looked like they were waiting for acupuncture treatment. 

The last doctor from her visit, Doctor Lim was still here. He currently doing the acupuncture treatment 

for the three patients. 

"Doctor, do you want any help?" Yu Qi approached Doctor Lim and asked. 

Doctor Lim and the nurse looked up. She was Doctor Tang Jiang Man's granddaughter and his disciple. 

"Are you sure you can help?" Doctor Lim asked the confirmation. 

"Yes. I do learn about this from my master's." Yu Qi used her master's name. 

"It's great then." Doctor Lim was happy to get some help because today there was a lot of the patients 

came to get the acupuncture treatment. 

"However, for the first time, please look at me. If you think I was wrong, then stop me." Yu Qi said. 

"Okay." Doctor Lim agreed. 

Yu Qi sat in front of the patients. It was a slightly old man. 

"Oh, are you the one who's going to do the treatment?" The old man asked. 

"Yes, even she is young, she knows about this treatment." Doctor Lim gave him assurance. 

Yu Qi took the old man. After a few moments, she released his hand. 

"Mister, your heart is very weak. The blood transfer also very slow. I will increase the speed to a normal 

rate." Yu Qi explained to the old man. 

She took the needle and started to do her work. Her speed and accuracy were very fantastic. Doctor Lim 

was very surprised to see her delicate hand doing her job. Yu Qi had done her job. 

"Miss Yu Qi, you are surely capable." Doctor Lim praised. "Now, I can do my part." Doctor Lim went to 

the other patient. 

Yu Qi did the acupuncture for about four patients. As she did to the first patients, she took the pulse of 

the patients before doing the acupuncture. The long waited patients had already gone. Yu Qi stood back 

and stretched a little. 

"Thank you, Miss Tang. Without you, I don't know when this will be finished. However, with you here, it 

had finished." Doctor Lim thanked Yu Qi. 



"Are you the only doctor here?" Yu Qi asked. 

"No, there are two other doctors but they currently have things to do. So, I'm the only one who left 

here." Doctor Lim explained. 

Chapter 214 - 214: Sharing The Good Thing 

After a long day, Yu Qi finally went back to Tang House together with Tang Jin Wei. Yu Qi took a shower. 

She was hungry. So she went to the dining room. The members of the Tang Family were already here 

except for Tang Qin Hao. 

They were eating while chatting. Ming Yue asked Yu Qi about her day. Yu Qi told her, she ended up 

helping in treating the accident's victim and did some acupuncture to others. Her two aunties listened to 

her story took the?side dishes to her bowl. 

Tang Jin Wei was jealous of the difference of the treatment, complained to his mother. Ming Yue 

wanted to play him. She just put the vegetables in his bowl. 

"Mum!" Tang Jin Wei stopped her. 

"Eat." Ming Yue said. 

Crying without the tears, Tang Jin Wei obeyed his mother. Yu Qi was smiling secretly. Tang Jin Wei 

caught that. 

"Just you wait, brat." Tang Jin Wei glared at Yu Qi. 

Using the excuse of being tired, Yu Qi went to her room straight after dinner. Yu Qi entered her space. 

She wanted to do some experiments regarding her medicine today. The medicine was made from the 

herbs in her space. Because she did not like bitter medicine, she tried to put some flavors into it. 

Some of them succeeded. Some were not. She was happy when doing the experiments. After four 

hours, Bo Ya called her. 

"Master, you should rest. You can continue this later. You might do some mistakes if you don't rest." Bo 

Ya reminded her. 

"Oh, I forget." Yu Qi stopped her work. 

She went out of Pagoda and headed to the pavilion to take a rest. She did not feel bored with the view. 

This view was beautiful as always. She laid down on her back at the chair. 

"Wake me up after four hours." Yu Qi said to her two cuties. 

"Alright Master." Aoi and Bo Ya answered her order simultaneously. 

Yu Qi slept in comfortable. She did not feel like this when she slept outside her space. Maybe because of 

its safe environment made her felt safe. Maybe because of the incident that some people entered her 

room last night. 

As Yu Qi requested, her two little cuties woke her up. Feeling sleepy, Yu Qi mumbled with her eyes 

closed. 



"Two hours more." 

Aoi and Bo Ya looked at each other and they nodded. They just let their master sleep more. 

Then two hours later, they woke her up again. Yu Qi stood up. Stretching her body, she yawned. Yu Qi 

went inside the Pagoda to take a shower and ate some food. Seeing her master eating, the little cuties 

also asked for the food. 

... 

"Master, it is delicious." Bo Ya and Aoi tested the medicine that she made. 

"Really? Then it is a success. I wonder if I can make some profit from it?" Yu Qi already could hear the 

sound of money entering her account. 

"Master, I want more." Aoi shamelessly asking for more. 

She just gave it to him. She did make a lot of it. 

She did give some of the medicine to the patients that she treated yesterday. But the effect of 

yesterday's medicine was not benefited much to the body. But this, it gave a great effect on the body. 

"I want to go outside." Yu Qi grabbed the medicine that she made. 

Yu Qi wanted to give some to her family. The good stuff must be shared. When she went out, she 

realized it was five a.m. in the morning. Everyone must be sleeping right now. She really forgot about 

the difference in time between her space and the outside world. So, it had to wait. 

Chapter 215: Back to Shiwa Town 

The medicine that Yu Qi gave to the Tang Family members was very delicious. Ming Yue and Su Xiao did 

feel something changed inside their bodies and it felt great. Their bodies felt more energetic than 

before. Yu Qi did act like Grandpa Tang in inventing the new medicine from the herbs 

The time surely flew very fast. The one week she spent in the Tang House was going to end. Yu Qi 

needed to go back to Shiwa Town to check up her business. Even though Su Yu Hi was capable of 

handling her business, but she wanted to involve more in her own business. 

Ming Yue and Su Xiao actually did not have her to leave their house. However, they did not want to stop 

Yu Qi from leaving. Yu Qi could go anywhere she wanted to go. They just wanted her to remember that 

this house was also her house. 

Yu Qi told them she would be taking the bus to Shiwa Town. Tang Han Lee rejected the idea. After that 

day when Tang Han Lee fetched her at the bus station in the dawn, he felt it was very dangerous to her 

to take the bus to travel. 

So, Tang Han Lee wanted to send Yu Qi straight to Shiwa Town. Yu Qi wanted to refuse because she did 

not want to trouble her Big Brother Han Lee. But Tang Han Lee said he also wanted to meet their 

grandfather and talked to him about something. After that, Yu Qi just followed her Big Brother Han Lee 

wanted. 



Tang Jin Wei also wanted to join them after he found out about that. However, after a few words from 

his father, Tang Jung Wen, he gave up the idea. Even though Tang Jin Wei was already a grown-up man, 

but still, he would listen to her father. 

Yu Qi together with Aoi ride the car belonged to Tang Han Lee. Her two aunties gave many things for her 

to bring to her grandfather. And another thing from Steward Hang Ji Chang for her granddaughter, Hang 

Chu Xiao. 

After three hours drive, they finally arrived at Godly Herbs Shop. Tang Han Lee knew the shop because 

he was here a few times before. 

Yu Qi entered. "Grandfather, I'm back." She said when saw her grandfather was checking the herbs at 

the display. 

"Oh, my granddaughter. You are back." Grandpa Tang showed a happy reaction. 

"I'm with Big Brother Han Lee. He sent me here." Yu Qi said. 

"Grandfather." Tang han Lee greeted his grandfather. 

"Take a day off?" Grandpa Tang asked his grandson. 

"Yes. Yu Qi wants to return here. She wants to take a bus. It is dangerous to a girl like her." Tang Han Lee 

explained. 

"That's good." Grandpa Tang also agreed with his grandson's opinion. 

Yu Qi just smiled. What would happen if they knew about her trip to Sun City? Encounter a thief, fighting 

with the gang. If that got to their ears, she bet she would be suffering to hear lectures from them. She 

would never let them knew about that. 

After they entered the house, Yu Qi gave to her grandfather and Sister Chu Xiao the things people 

wanted her to give. Yu Qi also took out the medicine and gave it to her grandfather, Sister Chu Xiao and 

not to forget Uncle Song Nan. 

Her grandfather was an expert on the herbs, so he recognized the herbs that Yu Qi used in the medicine 

just using his nose by smelling the medicine. He never thought that the herbs could be used in this way. 

"As expected my disciple. You really improved yourself." Grandpa Tang felt proud of his granddaughter. 

"Of course. We can see who is my master." Yu Qi did not forget to praise Grandpa Tang. 

Grandpa Tang laughed. 

.... 

After her morning exercise and breakfast, Yu Qi went to her greenhouse with Aoi. When she arrived at 

the greenhouse, there are a lot of new faces were waiting for someone to open the greenhouse. 

Yu Qi did hear from Su Yu Hi that they hired a batch of new workers for the greenhouse. She also 

waited. She forgot to bring her keys. Aoi keeps running back and forward. He found a butterfly that flew 

below in his range. 



"Is she a new worker? Why does she bring her pet when she will be working?" 

Someone was whispering but due to her good hearing, she could hear that. She also was lazy to explain 

to them. They would know soon or later. Just let them made the assumption. 

The Song twin arrived. One of the Song twins, Song Tai spotted his boss. He greeted Yu Qi. 

"Miss Yu Qi, what's a surprise to see you here." Song Tai said with a smile. 

"I'm in my semester break. So I will be around for about two to three weeks." Yu Qi said. 

"Miss Yu Qi." Song Tao greeted Yu Qi too. 

"Aoi is also here." Song Tai looked at Aoi. 

"Woof," Aoi replied to Song Tai. 

"Tai, let's open the door first." Song Tao reminded Song Tai. 

"Oh, I forget." Song Tai went to unlock the door. 

Chapter 216: Checking Her Merchandise 

The new workers did not know Yu Qi, so they were curious about her. The Song Twin was like the 

leaders in the greenhouse acted respectfully to the girl. They thought the girl was a relative to their 

boss. They did not even consider the girl as their boss. 

Yi Wen Ding, Lang Bing, and Jung Lian also came to greet Yu Qi after they knew their boss was present. 

They were so happy to see their boss because it was a long time since there saw her. 

"You guys can go to work. I just want to look around. We can talk about it later." Yu Qi said. 

It was true. The main purpose she came to the greenhouse to see the greenhouse. And the first thing 

that she wanted to see was the herbs. She looked at the herbs. Inspected them. There was a worker 

currently working in the area. 

"You, go away. Don't disturb us." The man chased Yu Qi away. 

Yu Qi did not listen to him. She was inspecting the herb. Something was wrong with the herbs. 

"You better listen to me. Don't blame in if I'm rude to you." The man said. 

"Do you know how to take care of these herbs?" Yu Qi threw a question. 

"Of course I kn..." 

"Then tell me what is this herb name?" Yu Qi pointed to the herbs that she inspected earlier. 

"It was Akagi." The man said with confidence. 

Yu Qi sighed. That was why she thought something was wrong with the herbs. Turned out the worker 

used the wrong method to take care of it. It needed to be correct. 

"Aoi, call Brother Tai and Brother Tao." Yu Qi asked Aoi. 



Aoi received the order and went to get the Song Twin. 

"What?" The man did not understand. 

"Did you learn about how to take care of the herbs before?" Yu Qi asked the man. 

"What are you trying to say, huh?" The man replied. 

"This herb's name is Kagishi. It needs to be planted on the ground so that, the roots would be growing 

inside the ground. If you planted like this, this herb will become poisonous." Yu Qi explained. 

"What? Don't talk?gibberish." The man did not want to admit. 

Some of the workers that worked nearby heard the argument came to watch. 

"Kagishi do have the same appearance expect one thing. The numbers of the leaves on its?branches was 

the even numbers, unlike Akagi." Yu Qi argued again. 

"Miss Yu Qi, what's wrong?" Song Tai who came over after Aoi pulled his pant. 

"This herb's name?" Yu Qi pointed to the herb. 

Song Tai leaned to look at the herb. Then he showed some panic look on his face. 

"Miss Yu Qi, this is Kagishi. It's wrong to plant it like this. I will get someone to fix it. I'm sorry." Song Tai 

apologized. 

"Just let this man fix it." Yu Qi pointed to the man that argued with her earlier. 

"Remember to study the characteristics of the herbs well." Yu Qi left to check other herbs. 

"Sir, " The man called. 

"Do what she said." Song Tai said while sighing. 

"Yes." The man obeyed Song Tai's order. 

The other workers that watching the situation wondered about the girl's identity. Their supervisor 

followed her order like she was his boss. It was impossible since the young girl looked very young. They 

just thought that maybe she was hired by their boss to take a look at the herbs since she was very 

knowledgeable with the herbs. 

Yu Qi ignored the look given by the workers. She just wanted to check the plant that grew inside her 

greenhouse. All of this was her?merchandise. The?merchandise should be in good condition before she 

sold it to another. It was very important to take good care of the?merchandise to make sure that your 

customers would come back to buy the?merchandise again from her. 

"Hey, bring your dog out from this greenhouse. He will dirty this place." Another woman worker told her 

while she was looking at the flowers. 

Yu Qi looked at the woman once and turned back to check the flower. The woman felt angry when the 

young girl ignored her since she talked nicely to Yu Qi. 

"You...!!!" 



" Don't worry. He will not." Yu Qi answered the woman. 

"I don't buy it. He must leave this greenhouse." The woman said. 

The woman approached Aoi. Aoi looked at the woman arrogantly attempting the woman to take him. 

Once the woman kneeled down and wanted to lift Aoi, Aoi without any mercy jumped and gave a kick to 

the woman's face. The woman screamed. Her scream invited other workers to come to watch the show. 

Another worker came and helped the woman stood up. She was falling onto the ground when Aoi gave 

a kick to her face. 

*The herb (Akagi and Kagishi) did not exist. I just create them. 

Chapter 217 - 217: I'sm The Owner Of This Greenhouse 

"Young girl what are you trying to do here? This is our workplace. Please leave if you want to cause any 

trouble." Another worker gave warning to Yu Qi. 

Workplace? This was also her workplace. They needed to be informed. Yu Qi directly left the place. She 

went to the office located at the corner of the greenhouse. She went to the office. Seeing the PA system 

that she asked Su Yu Hi to install was completed, she used it. 

"Attention to all the worker YQ Greenhouse, please gather in front of the office." Yu Qi made the 

announcement. 

All the workers stopped the work and immediately went to the place mentioned in the announcement. 

Everyone thought it must be one of the five supervisors that called them. However, when they were 

gathered, they could see all th supervisors also being called. Then who was the one that called them to 

gather here? 

Yu Qi got out of the office. Everyone saw her getting out of the office were feeling?astonished. Yu Qi 

stood up facing all of the workers. 

"I'm the one who called you to gather here." Yu Qi began to talk. "Earlier, someone was questioning me, 

why are I'm here? I don't want to answer that question many times, so I will tell you here." 

Yu Qi stood proudly. The next sentences Yu Qi made, it simply gave a shock to others. "I'm the owner of 

this greenhouse. If you don't satisfy that I'm as its owner, you can quit this job. I don't mind." 

The moment she finished the last sentences, she could hear the workers whispered among them. The 

one that besides Yi Wen Ding, asked Yi Wen Ding about the matter. Whether it was true or not since he 

was one of the five supervisors. 

Yi Wen Ding did not speak much. He just nodded as confirmation. That made everyone went wild. This 

young girl in front of them was really the owner. 

"You over there." Yu Qi pointed to one man and then turned to another direction, and pointed to one 

woman. "Are you clear who am I?" 

It was an earlier man and woman that came and provoked her. They looked at her with a terrified look. 



"I'm a student. So mostly my time will be limited. So, only on my semester break, I will be here. So, when 

I'm here, I will check the plants in this greenhouse. Especially the herbs. It is important to the herbs, how 

the correct way to grow the herbs. Otherwise, the herbs used as medicine can be a poisonous plant. 

Okay then, you can go back to work." Yu Qi said to the workers. 

The five supervisors came close to her. Yu Qi just smiled. 

"Miss Yu Qi, we are sorry. We forget to inform the workers about your identity." Song Tao apologized. 

"Don't worry about that. It is not your fault." Yu Qi said. "However you better check the plants well. Like 

I said just now, it is very important to grow to plants in the correct way." 

"Yes, Miss Yu Qi. We will pay attention to that matter." The five supervisors promised. 

Yu Qi continued inspected the greenhouse. The workers seemed to be cautious when she was around. 

Then someone approached her. "Miss Yu Qi, there is someone want to see you. He claimed it is your 

brother." 

"Oh, thank you." Yu Qi smiled and walked away. 

While the person that informed Yu Qi stunned seeing his boss smiled at him. At this moment, Yu Qi got 

another new fan. 

"Big Brother Han Lee, what are you doing here?" Yu Qi asked when seeing Tang Han Lee inside her 

greenhouse. 

"Is this yours?" Tang Han Lee asked her back. Even though he already knew from his grandfather, he 

could not help to ask that question again to his little sister. 

"Of course." Yu Qi answered. 

"This is much bigger than I thought." Tang Han Lee commented. 

"There are four main sections. Herbs, vegetables, flowers, and fruits. The biggest is herbs." Yu Qi told 

her Big Brother Han Lee about her greenhouse. 

"You really like herbs, do you?" 

"Yeah. I like herbs the most." 

Tang Han Lee laughed when he saw his little sister behaved. 

"Come home. Grandfather cooked feast to you." Tang Han Lee finally told him about his purpose of 

coming to Yu Qi's greenhouse. 

"Oh, it is time." Yu Qi looked at her watch. "I forget. Grandfather told me to come back for lunch. I hope 

that grandfather did not angry with me." 

"He knew you will forget that is why he send me here to fetch you." Tang Han Lee explained. 

Yu Qi laughed. Her grandfather really knew her style. Because he was like that during his younger times. 

However, nowadays, he tended to take care of his old body. 



Chapter 218 - 218: Stupid Family Reappeared 

Yu Qi left the greenhouse with Tang Han Lee. They were walking along the road. The air was fresh and 

the breeze wind sometimes blew passed them. Tang Han Lee somehow knew why his grandfather 

wanted to settle down in this town. 

"Are you born here?" Tang Han Lee asked. 

Yu Qi stunned. This was the first time since Tang Han Lee asked her origin. From Tang Han Lee's tone, he 

simply asked out of curiosity. 

"No, as you know, I was adopted by Wang Family before. They came from Sun City before they decided 

to move here due to the change of job." Yu Qi explained. "And to answer your question before, I did not 

know where did I was born." 

Tang Han Lee actually forgot about that. "Sorry. I forget." He did not lie. It was the truth. 

"It's okay. I don't think it is a bad thing. Because of it, I met grandfather, you and our family." Yu Qi really 

thought that way. 

Tang Han Lee smiled at his little sister. It was true. Because of it, they got together as a family. 

Unknown to Yu Qi and Tang Han Lee, there were three pairs of eyes were watching them. They were 

Wang Fu Ya, Wang Ha Na and lastly Madam Wang. They were wearing a twisted expression. 

"Slut. The bitch changes to another man." Wang Ha Na insulted Yu Qi. She remembered that handsome 

man that accompanied Yu Qi during her father's arrestment. "I bet she was cheating with this new 

man." 

"That bitch truly clever in seducing the man." Madam Wang also threw the insult. 

"Sister, did you call the director of that orphanage?" Wang Ha Na said. 

"I did." Wang Fu Ya answered. 

"Fu Ya, are you sure she going to find her real family?" Madam Wang asked. 

"I'm not sure about that. But when we mentioned that orphanage, she seemed to be interested in it." 

Wang Fu Ya recalled the memory that last time she talked with Yu Qi. 

"That's right, mum. I'm also there." Wang Ha Na added. 

"Well, we just giving the wrong information to the orphanage. Whether she believed or not, it is up to 

her." Wang Fu Ya laughed evilly. 

"Yeah. That ungrateful bitch. She did not remember that it was us that adopted her in the first place." 

Madam Wang felt angry when she remembered about that. 

Madam forgot the first reason why she adopted Yu Qi. It was to block the bad luck from coming to her 

real children. Not because she was kind. 

"Because of her, you can't enter university." Madam Wang felt pity for her daughter. 



Wang Ha Na just rolled her eyes to her mother and sister when they did not look at her. She sneered. 

What? Enter the university? Her sister, Wang Fu Ya did not smart enough to enter the university. 

During the past time, Wang Fu Ya's good result due to Yu Qi's effort. Wang Fu Ya switched her answer 

sheet with Yu Qi during the exam. Yu Qi at that time was a fool giving Wang Fu Ya to do so just like that. 

"Don't worry Fu Ya. Mum will make that bitch pay with what she had done." Madam Wang promised her 

daughter. 

"Yes, mum." Wang Fu Ya nodded. 

..... 

After lunch, Yu Qi stayed at home. She was waiting for Su Yu Hi. Hearing Yu Qi in the Shiwa Town, Su Yu 

Hi wanted to see her in the Shiwa Town. Yu Qi did not have any problem meeting him here. It made 

things easier. 

Su Yu Hi arrived. Grandpa Tang was eyeing Su Yu Hi up and down. Yu Qi came out and greeted Su Yu Hi. 

"Who is he?" Grandpa Tang asked curiously. This brat is not handsome as that brat Long Hui but he 

looked okay. 

Yu Qi forgot that this was the first time Grandpa Tang met Su Yu Hi. 

"Grandfather, this is my personal assistant, Su Yu Hi. He was recommended by Grandpa Feng." Yu Qi 

introduced Su Yu Hi to Grandpa Tang. "Brother Yu Hi, this is my grandfather." 

"Of course, I know who he is. My name is Su Yu Hi. Nice to meet you, Doctor Tang Jiang Man." Su Yu Hi 

already knew that Yu Qi was the granddaughter of the Great Doctor Tang Jiang Man. Chairman Feng 

already told him about her identity. 

"I see. Just enter and do your own business. I will not disturb you guys." Grandpa Tang waved his hand 

and left. 

"Let's go to the living room. We will be having a meeting there." Yu Qi invited Su Yu Hi in. 

They sat in the living room. Sister Chu Xiao was asking them if they want some drinks. Yu Qi asked for 

some tea while Su Yu Hi as always asked for the coffee. 

Su Yu Hi started the meeting with his monthly report. As Yu Qi wanted, her business started to bloom. 

Hearing Su Yu Hi's report, she basically could hear the money entered her account endlessly. 

"I would like to inform you that we already set up one office at Wenya City near Starlight University and 

the other one is in this town." Su Yu Hi told her. 

Yu Qi nodded. 

"I basically will travel between these two offices. At Wenya's office, we will focus on YQ investment. For 

this town's office, it will more to the greenhouse." Su Yu Hi explained. 

"That's great." 

Chapter 219 - 219: Interior Design For The Ryokan 



After breakfast and saying goodbye to her grandfather, Yu Qi and Aoi left home. Today's destination was 

her ryokan. From yesterday's report that she got from Su Yu Hi, her ryokan was completed in its 

building. The next phase, which was the interior design was in progress. Su Yu Hi invited an interior 

designer to design interior space. Yu Qi wanted to talk to the interior designer first and told the idea of 

what she wanted for her ryokan. 

Su Yu Hi already waiting for her in front of the building. When he saw Yu Qi arrived, Su Yu Hi came out of 

his car and greeted Yu Qi. 

"Good morning, Yu Qi." 

"Good morning, Brother Yu Hi." 

"Woof." Aoi also greeted Su Yu Hi. 

"Oh, good morning." Su Yu Hi looked down at Aoi. 

"Let's enter then." Su Yu Hi said. 

Inside, there were two men and one woman. Looked like they were waiting for them. 

"Mr. Li, Mr. Qian, Mrs. Wong." Su Yu Hi greeted them. 

"Mr. Su, we are waiting for you. This young girl here..." Mrs. Wong looked at Yu Qi. 

"She is Ms. Tang. Owner of this hotel." Su Yu Hi introduced Yu Qi. 

Mr. Li and Mr. Qian already knew her back then. Only Mrs. Wong the one who did not know her. 

"You are the owner?" Mrs. Wong did not believe this girl in front of her was the owner. Maybe due to 

her young age. 

"Yeah. Is there any problem?" Yu Qi asked while smiling. 

"No. I'm just surprised. You are so young." Mrs. Wong commented. 

"However, I would like to keep that information for yourself." Yu Qi said. 

"Alright." Mrs. Wong agreed. She did know the dangers of being rich. 

"Well, let's discuss the design without any further." Yu Qi started a serious conversation. 

Mrs. Wong was the interior designer for this project. She did some research about the ryokan design 

before. However, she did not know the owner of the ryokan already had the knowledge about the main 

design of a ryokan. 

Yu Qi explained what design she wanted to apply to her ryokan. In her past life, she did enjoy going to 

the ryokan in Japan. Due to the business, she often traveled to Japan since her real grandfather's 

business core mainly in Japan. 

Mrs. Wong was impressed with the idea that this young girl had. She knew what she wanted and knew 

how to implement it on her ryokan. No wonder Mr. Li and Mr. Qian praised this young girl. She also 



heard about the design of the building. The blueprint of the building came from this girl. She could not 

help to feel?impressed with this girl. 

"Okay, Ms. Tang. I will design the room with what you said to me just now. I will give a satisfying design 

to you, then. Even now, my brain already working on it." Mrs. Wong could not wait to implement the 

idea that she had in her mind onto the paper. 

"Oh, that's great." Yu Qi smiled. 

The meeting ended. Mrs. Wong quickly excused herself because she wanted to quickly work on her 

design. They did not stop her. 

Su Yu Hi asked Yu Qi where she wanted to go next. Yu Qi answered, greenhouse. Su Yu Hi sent her there 

and he also had some matter to do at the greenhouse. 

Yu Qi entered the greenhouse. Some of the workers greeted her when they saw her. The treatment was 

100 percent changed. Yu Qi just nodded and smiled back. 

Su Yu Hi wanted to meet Song Tao regarding the order of the vegetable and fruits. The shops, the 

factories even the famous restaurant already knew about YQ Greenhouse. They knew about the 

freshness of the products of the YQ Greenhouse. It also did not rotten faster. 

It was because Yu Qi used the water in her space. She already changed the water last night. The 

greenhouse already had the security guards were patrolling around. When Yu Qi want to enter last 

night, she had to state her name. When the security guards saw her face, they quickly recognized her as 

the owner of the greenhouse and the evidence was the puppy that followed her. They also recognized 

the puppy. She was telling them that she had a job to do inside. 

Yu Qi needed to disable the CCTV camera at the water tank before doing her job. With Bo Ya's help, the 

tanks were full where space water lake. 

Chapter 220 - 220: First Kiss 

The workers left after the working hours finished. Yu Qi also wanted to go home. After she called Aoi to 

return, she left together with other workers. There was some disturbance outside the greenhouse. Yu Qi 

quickly went to see it. She was afraid if someone wanted to stir a problem at her greenhouse. 

However, her guess was wrong. Well, it was some disturbances that occurred. But it was a good 

disturbance. Yu Qi saw the source of the disturbance. 

A man that leaned toward his car. He gave a cold expression when people watched him. Like none of 

these people concerned him. When his eyes caught the person that he wanted to see, his eyes lifted up. 

He started to approach that person. 

"Long time no see." He displayed a gentle smile on his face making other females that looked at him had 

been stabbed by thousand of invisible love arrows. 

"Long time no see. You really like to make a grand entrance." Yu Qi chuckled. 

"It's not my fault, though." Long Hui caressed Yu Qi's hair. 



Then he leaned over near her ear and whispered. "I miss you since last time we meet." He paused and 

continued later. "Since you kiss my cheek." 

Hearing the last sentence, Yu Qi was blushing hard. Yeah, on the last time they met, she kissed his 

cheek. 'Ahhh, how embarrassing.' Yu Qi wanted to run away but Long Hui acted fast. He secured Yu Qi's 

hand. 

"I truly miss you." Long Hui said it again. "Don't you miss me too?" 

Yu Qi still blushing. Yeah, it was lying if she said she did not miss him at all but admitted in front of 

himself was embarrassing. But she wanted to say it. 

"Don't worry. I understand your heart. You miss me too." Long Hui intercepted that. 

Yu Qi glared at Long Hui. This man, how can he say it aloud? 

Long Hui who caught the glare felt his girl looked very cute. She was glaring him with her cute eyes. He 

wanted to kiss her. 

These two were already in their own world. They ignored the people that still watching them. These two 

were in their own world making it hard to say something to them. The female workers definitely jealous 

looked at the handsome man without mistaken, this handsome man was their own boss's boyfriend. 

Su Yu Hi stepped out of the greenhouse and saw Yu Qi together with a man. Well, he could guess the 

identity of the man by looking at the atmosphere between the two of them. It was too obvious. 

"Yu Qi." Su Yu Hi called Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi still in her blushing face responded to Su Yu Hi. "Oh Brother Yu Hi, are you going back already?" 

"Yes, remember to review the documents that I left yesterday." Su Yu Hi said. Before he left, he gave a 

smile to Long Hui that glared at him sharply. 

"Okay. Take care." Yu Qi nodded. 

Long Hui immediately asked about Su Yu Hi. "Who is he?" He obliviously did not happy seeing the 

interaction between two of them. 

"Oh, that is my personal assistant. Su Yu Hi." 

"Personal assistant?" 

"Yes, he is the person in charge of taking care of my business. He is very excellent. Leaving my business 

to him makes me comfortable to do my other stuff. Grandpa Feng recommends him to me." Yu Qi 

answered. 

Long Hui felt his jealous decreased. Lucky that man did not have anything with his beloved Qi Qi. 

However, he was still jealous of seeing his beloved Qi Qi with someone else. 

"I'm jealous." Long Hui said clearly. 

"I don't do anything with him except for the work." Yu Qi explained. 



"Yeah, I know. But? I still jealous." Long Hui casually admitted that he was jealous. 

"I already have someone that I loved." Yu Qi looked deeply at Long Hui's eyes. "He is in front of me." 

Long Hui hugged her. He was happy that his beloved Qi Qi in front of him admitted her love to him 

without running away like the last time. 

"Cough... Cough..." Song Tao made a sound of coughing. 

Two of the love birds turned to Song Tao. Not only Song Tao was there, but Song Tai, Lang Bing Yi Wen 

Ding, Jung Lian, and all the workers were that place looking at them with a meaningful smile. 

It was Yu Qi's turn to cough. "Cough... Cough... Are you going home now?" 

"Yeah. Miss Yu Qi also should go home now." Song Tao reminded. 

"Oh, yeah, right." Yu Qi smiled. 

Other workers started to leave the greenhouse after watching some love drama here. At last, only two 

of them were left there. Taking the opportunity that everyone was not here anymore, Long Hui attacked 

Yu Qi's lips. 

At first, Yu Qi was shocked. It was so sudden that Long Hui kissed her. But she gave herself to Long Hui. 

The kiss was so long. Long Hui finally let Yu Qi go. Yu Qi's legs lose her strength. Long Hui quickly 

supported her by hugging her. 

"I finally can kiss you, my beloved." Long Hui leaned over and whispered. "Thank you for accepting my 

love." 

 


